The Křižík Prize Statute
Preamble
The Křižík Prize is particularly awarded for a lifelong contribution to the field of electrical
engineering or electronics.
Article 1
Nomination
a) Nominations for the Křižík Prize can be submitted by the following nominators:
individuals, universities, faculties, scientific institutions, corporations, public and state
organizations. Nominations are only valid if submitted on the prescribed nomination
form (see Appendix 1).
b) The deadline for submissions of the completed nomination forms is announced by the
Dean of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FEL).
c) The candidate nominated for the Křižík Prize is an alive nominee:
- with a longlife contribution to the field of electrical engineering, or
- with a significant contribution to the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, UWB,
in the field.
Article 2
Selection of the Křižík Prize Laureates
a) On the basis of the submitted nomination forms, the Committee appointed by the Dean
of the FEL Faculty selects a maximum of 10 candidates through a secret vote. The
nominations of these preliminary candidates are discussed at the meeting of the
Academic Council of the FEL Faculty.
b) The Academic Council of the FEL Faculty selects one laureate out of the ten
candidates through a secret majority vote. In case of equality of votes, the Dean’s vote
is decisive.
c) The list of all nominated candidates as well as the laureate shall be made public after
the vote of the Academic Council of the FEL.
Article 3
The Křižík Prize Award Ceremony
a) The Křižík Prize Award Ceremony takes place every year on the day of Křižík´s death
remembrance, i.e. 22nd January.
b) The Křižík Prize laureate receives the prize from the Dean of the FEL Faculty.
c) The Křižík Prize laureate receives the Diploma from the Dean of the FEL Faculty or
from a chosen personality from the field.

Article 4
The Křižík Prize Laureates
d) In a six-month period, every laureate shall read a professional paper concerning their
field in front of the academic community.

Appendices:
- The description of the Award and the Diploma
- Nomination Form

